tics, because the choice of particular images from scientific papers, comparable to the study of myths, shows basic patterns of their applicability. Semantics, because contexts of meaning are changed and tested by recontextualisation. Pragmatics, because the issue is the study of forms of communication and processes of attribution in the use of schematic drawings.
In his volume, Nikolas Gansterer, initiator and editor, puts the term "figures of The reason why I use the term "schematic drawing" is that "figure of thought" evokes presumptions and connotations which the constructed word cannot live up to, a neutral term helps to remain objective. I cannot call an ordinary vase a "grail", this would be a supposition. What could perhaps be a synonym: "sign for sentence" vs. "figure of thought"? We do not use "calculating-number" or "speakingsign" (language-sign?). "Figure of thought" sounds better -it is an epiphenomenon like "mental image" or a term for stimuli processed by the brain. The impression is given that a person can deliberately decide which "figure of thought" can be used, e.g. when playing chess or solving a problem. Are "figures of thought" heuristics? The term is useful for the time being for a sort of visual rhetoric. The term seems to open an issue in a comparable way to the term "draft" which can be encircled by "forma", "projectio" and "inventio". Figures of Thought. Wien, 2011 Seite 2 von 8 realistic or quasi-realistic forms, to some extent surrealistic, but on the whole descriptive, consists of tree diagrams, geometric networks and organic fragments. The plate brings to mind compilations of basic elements or "graphemes" in research by Rhoda Kellogg or Fernand Olivier. It includes well known or lesser known scientific illustrations. The "rabbit-duck" head by Joseph Jastrow, the "dymaxion" map by Richard Buckminster-Fuller, the "I think" sketch by Charles Darwin or the "ocean-chart" by Henry Holiday can be identified.
The 27 dialogues, referred to as "hypotheses", are the result of thoughts on the value of selected schematic drawings by artists and scientists from anthropology, biology, electrical engineering, geography, informatics, fine arts, philology, philosophy, physics, psycho-analysis and psychology. As a starting point for theoretical reflection, Nikolaus Gansterer provided the authors with selected schematic drawings without captions. The result is a collection of 27 elaborated points of view, each in itself a self-contained structure, which the editor describes as "micrologies". The opinions deal with conditions of and possibilities for linking iconic and discursive forms of knowledge. In an update of this major dichotomy, exemplification-denotation or representation-proposition are central pillars in artistic research of the role of images in connection with cognitive processes. Different views on the phenomenon "diagram" emerge from the dialogues, as a system of relations of power, a blending of image and text, a logical deduction, a starting point for radical interpretation, a causal relation, a functional circulation, an exemplification, a result of cognitive processes, a poetical image, a precursor for writing, a "figure of thought", a green line, a ritual item, a generator of unwanted knowledge, a tool for economic forecasting, a magic salt of scientific tricksters, an illustration of social relations, a sensual element of logical understanding, a fictitious world, an unthought-of familiarity, a postulate, a picture puzzle, a means of scientific utopia, a tool for persuasion, an utterly useless drawing. An array of answers is offered to questions concerning the hypothetical quality of the phenomenon "diagram", some authors, however, do not suggest a concept, e.g. the "subjectile" by Antonin Artaud and Jacques Derrida or "immutable mobile" by Bruno Latour, but narrow down the question. They offer verbal theses, e.g. that drawing is at the same time evoking an "if" and postponing a "then", or that, as opposed to logical-purposeful hypotheses in natural science, intuitive-experimental theses are end points rather than starting points of theories. The 83 "figures of thought" by Gerhard to supply details of the "physiognomy" or the "sphere" of the term diagram. In the wake of the "figure of thought" of the "visual metaphor" by Ludwig Wittgenstein, suggesting that the words in our mind are surrounded by a courtyard of meanings as a mental fringe, the entries help to determine these areas and to show borders to other terms. The "visual metaphor" is mentioned in the entry "rhetoric gestures". The 83 entries refer to numerous concepts, e.g. folding, geometric evidence, shape perception, family resemblance, formal sequence, logical form, projection relationship, rhetoric gesture, rhizome, image-writing. The 3 colour plates by Nikolaus Gansterer contain associative compilations of illustrations titled "atlas of correlations", referring to the "mnemoysne atlas" by Aby Warburg, 1924 Warburg, -1929 Not all the authors take the schematic drawings seriously. Some provide independent contributions, others work intensively with the subject-matter received. The interpretations are intuitive-experimental or logical-purposeful in accordance with the standard of knowledge of the authors. Active and affirmative approaches augmenting the subject-matter with additional information prevail, others are reactive, decontructing the subject-matter and challenging possibilities for reflection. The artistic-playful level and the scientific context increasingly become blurred. In the case of fictitious captions, which could be taken from scientific journals, the authors offer descriptions or "out-writings". This process illustrates how slippery the attribution of meaning is, and how easy it is to disturb or change propositions regarding images. The descriptions show how elastic or "dense", as Nelson Goodman would say, systems of the denotion of images are, and how attributions can take place regardless of truth and evidence. If the 160 schematic drawings were verbal quotations, some of the points of view would loose their value and meaning. Due to the suggestive quality of some of the points of view, the reader is taken on a trip into fictitious fields of knowledge. Attention and readability are put to the test by "micrologies" to some extent out of touch Hasenhütl, Gert 
Seite 6 von 8 with reality, coercing the reader to decide whether to continue reading and to get involved or not. As a result, the "micrologies" showcase how science and the production of knowlege can take place. The dialogues convey the blending of iconic and discursive forms of knowledge.
These two basic types of the appropriation of reality disclose new forms of knowledge and at the same time new problems. The hypothesis that it must be possible to draw hypotheses requires a blending of these two types, i.e. a bridge between iconic and discursive knowledge is assumed. In connection with the thesis by Dieter Mersch stating that images do not allow negation, it is possible to analyse how diagrams can ask questions or serve as a basis for further reasoning. The plausability of such chains of reasoning can shed light on the epidemiological function of diagrams.
Schematic drawings or diagrams can undoubtedly be a part of processes of the generation of theory, but it is well worth considering whether an adaption to discursive processes is prolific or whether specific, iconic forms of knowledge can yield new points of connection. Starting from the comparison of pictures as scientific experiments by John Constable, diagrammatics can be regarded as a field of research, its experiments being "figures of thought".
By the dialogues, the schematic drawings are transfered into a system of propostions they are not acquainted with, as if they were verbal quotations. This transfer of images as recontextualisation can be compared to the concept of "alienation" used in the theory of science to describe the work of scientists. This is a poetical method ba- Mayer. In terms of the plausability of such problems of incorporation, it would be advisable for the different opinions to a larger degree to have the character of a workshop. A result of research on the hypothetical quality of schematic drawings in diagrammatics could be a conceptual history of incorporations into contexts easily to reach for the reader, and a reactive concept of the diagrams.
The complex contributions and points of view in this volume can be regarded as applied research on diagrammatics. "How do readings of diagrams work?", "Which authors represent certain types of propositions of terms?", "How do different scientists respond to the same schematic drawings?", "How do terms in diagrammatics take shape?", "Which areas of correlation exist for the term `image of thought´?", "How can diagrams be grasped in language?", these are the assets of the approach.
Against the background of these questions, the book can be regarded as a paraphrase of discursive possibilities of the propositions of images according to Michel Foucault. Regarding the 4 features of a proposition -character set, subject, field or context, mediality -the focus of the 27 "micrologies" is on the first, i.e. the connection of character sets and symbolic fields by a "referential". Concretely, this means the linking of the propositions of the schematic drawings to their meanings by way of the chain: proposition, character set and utterance. One of the achievements of the book for diagrammatics is making plausible the development and construction of these "referentials", experimentally, artistically, methodically and playfully. The focus of the 83 "figures of thought" presented is on the field of the proposition and the materiality of schematic drawings, i.e. which associated areas does the term refer to, and which material or medial forms can diagrams assume. In this respect, working on this collection and analysing indiviual concepts can be regarded as a comparison of methods. This is the contribution to the conceptual history of the term diagram.
In accordance with an archaeology of knowledge, the volume in question is not so much an analysis of the contents of images or the intentions of their producers, but more an examination of the possibilities of propositions of diagrams and their knowledge expressed in space, distance, proportion and outline by dialogues and exemplary "figures of thought".
Gert Hasenhütl, Vienna 2012
Translated into English by Gordon Powell. * * *
